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NEW FOR 2019!
Registration is complimentary for military and defense personnel.
overview

Purpose
To create a forum where military, government and industry can educate each other, have meaningful discussions and conduct research on unmanned and autonomous systems — explore the technology, applications, solutions and the art of the possible.

Organizer
USDPS is produced by AUVSI, the world's largest non-profit organization dedicated to the advancement of unmanned systems and robotics for 46 years. AUVSI members represent corporations and professionals from more than 60 countries, across government, industry and academia, in the defense, civil and commercial markets.

Audience
- Department of the Air Force
- Department of the Army
- Department of the Navy
- Air National Guard (ANG)
- Army National Guard (ARNG)
- Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA)
- Defense Contract Management Agency (DCMA)
- Defense Information Systems Agency (DISA)
- Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA)
- Department of Homeland Security (DHS)
- Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
- National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency (NGA)
- National Guard Bureau (NGB)
- National Reconnaissance Office (NRO)
- National Security Agency (NSA)
conference features

🌟 Keynotes — military and defense leaders share their vision and perspective on unmanned systems

🌟 Roundtable Luncheons — facilitated conversations over lunch to foster new connections and idea sharing

🌟 Breakout Sessions — smaller, intimate sessions for a more interactive and engaging experience

🌟 Solutions Showcase — an up-close and interactive look at leading unmanned solutions

🌟 Networking — opportunities to network during breakfast, coffee breaks, roundtable luncheons, breakout sessions, in the solutions showcase and in the closing reception.

See the Full Program
keynotes

Hear directly from military and defense leaders on their vision and perspective on how unmanned systems are changing the landscape of military and intelligence operations and what that means for procurement, technology development and inter-agency collaboration. These Keynote sessions will give you insight you won’t find any place else.

The Honorable Ellen M. Lord
Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition and Sustainment

Lisa Atherton
President and CEO
Textron Systems

Maj. Gen. Peter J. Lambert
Deputy Director, Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance Operations
Joint Staff J32

BG Richard “Ross” Coffman
Director, Next Generation Combat Vehicle - Cross Functional Team (CFT)
U.S. Army

See the Full Line-up
roundtable luncheons

Make new connections, share your ideas and gain valuable insights into what’s next for defense unmanned systems during interactive roundtable luncheons. Attendees will self-select topics of interest during registration and will be assigned to participate in interactive discussions over lunch each conference day.

Each day, sixteen topics will be offered spanning industry issues, technology trends and service specific program discussions. Each table will seat 9 people and be facilitated by a DoD or industry representative who is well-versed in the assigned topic.

See All Topics
attendee demographics

At Unmanned Systems — Defense. Protection. Security., attendees and exhibitors come to learn, network and do business with each other and will walk away with more opportunities and answers to their most pressing challenges.
leading solution providers

Unmanned Systems — Defense. Protection. Security. is where federal program managers, military leadership and defense professionals will get an up-close and interactive look at top unmanned solutions and conduct market research.

Current sponsors and participants include:

TEXTRON Systems

Altavian

FORTEM Technologies

National Advanced Mobility Consortium

PHOENIX International

auterion

See All Participants

Companies A - L
Eric Hallberg
Business Strategist
+1 571-858-4364
EHallberg@auvsi.org

Companies M - Z
Wes Morrison
Senior Business Strategist
+1 571-255-7763
WMorrison@auvsi.org